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Abstract 
Snir, M., Size-depth trade-offs for monotone arithmetic circuits, Theoretical Computer Science 
82 (1991) 85-93. 
Consider the problem of computing the product u’A”’ - * - A”‘6, where A”‘, . . . , A”’ are n x n 
matrices, u and 6 are vectors. We show that the size s and depth d of monotone arithmetic circuits 
for this problem are related as 
s + n3d = R( tn.‘) 
Thus, a reduction to depth d 
similar trade-off is shown for 
= o( t ) requires an increase from (opt imal) size n’t to size n”t. A 
the evaluation of linear recurrences. 
1. Introduction 
Valiant et al. [ 1 I] have shown that any multivariate polynomial of degree d that 
can be computed sequentially in s steps, can be computed in parallel in O((log d)- 
(log s + log d)) steps, with so(‘) operations. The proof is constructive. n algorithm 
iven that transforms an arithmetic circuit of size S, into an arithmetic circuit of 
th O((log d)(log s +log d)) and size so(‘), using the commutativity, associativity 
and distributivity laws. If the original circuit is monotone (does not use subtraction), 
then the resulting circuit is monotone. 
This result implies that any polynomial function in n variables that 
n O(” and polynomial sequential corn 
by a circuit of depth 
circuit size is quite significant: fro 
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following question: Is 
a significant increase 
arithmetic circuits? 
There are very few 
it possible to reduce the depth of arithmetic circuits without 
in size? What is the trade-off between size and depth in 
results giving lower bounds on size-to-depth trade-offs for 
arithmetic circuits [ ~,9]; t!lese show linear trade-offs between size and depth, of 
the form 
size + a x depth 3 b x rr f C. 
Such trade-offs do not preclude the existence of linear size and logarithmic depth 
circuits. It seems extremely hard to strengthen these results for a general arithmetic 
computation model. (Even less is known on size-to-depth trade-offs for Boolean 
circuits; see [S] for a survey of recent results.) 
In this paper, we consider the much weaker model of monotone arithmetic 
computations: computations using only additions and multiplications, but no sub- 
tractions. The main interest of this model lies in the fact that explicit circuit 
restructuring algorithms tend not to use subtraction. Lower bounds on monotone 
circuits imply constraints on the power of such algorithms. 
We consider the problem of computing 
P = q*A”’ . . . A”‘& 
where u and 6 are n-vectors, and A’ I’, . . . , A”’ are n x n matrices. This product can 
be computed in [f/2] steps of matrix-vector products, followed by one vector 
product; there are [i/2] + 1 parallel multiplication steps, and a total of tn’+ n 
multiplications. 
One can speed up the computation. The products are reorganized to obtain a 
balanced binary tree. The computation proceeds in [log( t + 2)] parallel multiplica- 
tion steps. However, most of the steps now are matrix-matrix products; a chain of 
such products requires n’ multiplications per product in the monotone model [6]. 
Thus, the total number of multiplications is n( tn’). 
Our main result (Theorem 3.4) shows that this trade-off is, essentially, optimal. 
We show that if a monotone circuit computes the polynomial p in d parallel 
multiplication steps, and with s multiplications, then 
s+2d(n3-n’)>(t+2)n”-2n’+n. 
This inequality is tight; a matching upper bound can be achieved for any d in the 
range 1-k log f s d s t/2 + 1. Thus, in this range, any decrease of one in d requires 
an imxease of 2(n3 - n') in S; two matrix-vector products are replaced by two 
matrix-matrix products. 
n = t we realize that p, can be evaluated sequentially in 0( n’) operations, 
y (monotone) arithmetic circuit of sublinear at evaluates p must 
uction in circuit notone transforma- 
cantly increase the circuit six. 
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As a corollary of our main result, we obtain a nontrivial lower bound on size-to- 
depth trade-offs for the evaluation of linear recurrences. We consider the problem 
of evaluating the end-term x,, in a linear recurrence system of order m: 
i-l 
xj= c a,xj+bi, i= 1,. . ., n. 
j = i-m 
(We assume Xi = 0, for i 5 0.) 
The terms x1,x2,..., x” can be computed sequentklly with nm multiplications 
and n (parallel) multiplication steps. It is possible to speed up the computation, 
using a parallel prefix algorithm 12-j. 0ne computes x,, with O( nm’) multiplications, 
and [log n 1 parallel multiplication steps. The number of multiplications have 
increased by a factor of m. We show this is optimal, for monotone circuits. We have 
a depth-to-size trade-off of the form 
s+dm’ = O( nm’). 
Thus, any reduction to depth o( n/m) requires an increase of the size by a factor 
of m, the recurrence order. 
2. Definitions 
Let R’ be the set of nonnegative real numbers; let +[x,, . . . , x,] be the semiring 
of polynomials over indeterminates x, , . . . , x, with ceeficients from +. A monotone 
arithmetic ircuit is a labeled directed acyclic graph where for eat node v either 
(1) v has indegree zero, and label(v) E +u(x ,,..., x,,}; or 
(2) v has indegree two and label(v) E +, x. 
The polynomial computed at v, p(v), can be defined in the obvious way. We define 
the monomial set of v, mon( v), to be the set of monomials of p(v); the degree of 
3, deg(v), is the degree of p(v). 
A circuit c‘ computes p,, c cI . , pk if there exists nodes vl, . . . , vh in C such that 
p(v,)=p,; thenodes v ,,..., vh are the outputs of C. The size of a circuit C, size(C), 
is the number of internal nodes in C; this is the number of steps required to compute 
C sequentially. The depth of C, depth(C), is the length of a longest directed path 
in C; this is the number of steps required to compute C in parallel, with no 
restrictions on the number of simultaneous operations. 
A node u of C is a nonscalar multiplication ode if label( 
max( deg( v), deg( w)), where v and H’ are t 
the set of nonscalar multiplication n ultiplication size of C, 
on a directed path in C. 
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3. ain result 
Monotone arithmetic ircuits are easy to handle since partial results do not can& 
out. If m E mon( u), and u is a descendant of u, then there exists a monor;.lal 
mk mon( u) such that m’ = mm,. Once a monomial is created, it must find it, way 
into an output. This severely limits the rate at which monomials may acc,rmulate 
during the computation. 
We shall assume, henceforth, that C is an arithmetic circuit with a txique output 
node o where a polynomial p = p(o) is computed. We can assume ovithout loss of 
generality that o is the unique sink of C, and that trivial multi:siications by zero 
do not occur in C. We call such circuit reduced. We also assume ihat the polynomial 
p is homogeneous and multilinear. It is easy to see thic. implies that p(u) is 
homogeneous and multilinear for each node v of C. 
We follocy closeiy in the sequel the notation and result9 in [6]; a similar technique 
was previously used by Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger [4]. 
Let u be a node of C. The complement of u is tFx set of monomials 
camp(u) = (m: Vmk man(u), mm% rn-n( p)). 
The content of u is the set of monomials 
confent( u) = {mm’: m E mon( u), I& comp( u)). 
Note that content(u) c mon( p). 
Let m E mon( u). We define the pay se-tree of m at u, PT( m, u), to be a subtree 
C rooted at u that traces the compxation of m through the ancestors of U. PT(m, 
is defined inductively as follow.. 
(1) If u isaleafthen PT(r~,u)=u. 
of 
u) 
(2) If u is an addition r:ode, then let TV, M* be its predecessors. We have either 
m E mon( U) or m E motl( Y). Without lo: s of generality we assume the former. Then 
PT( m, u) is obtained bj augmenting PT( m, v) by the node u and the edge vu (Fig. 
la). If both m E moqo) and m E mon( IV) then we choose one node arbitrarily. 
Ww) 
U U 
Fig. 1 
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(3) If u is a multiphcative node, again let t, and w be its predecessors. Then 
m = m,m2, where m,Emon(v) and rn+ man(w). If either m, or m2, say m,, is a 
constant, then we set PT(m, u) to be the tree consisting of PT(m, v) augmented by 
the node u and the edge vu. Otherwise PT( m, u) consists of the scbtrees PT( m,, u) 
and PT( m2, w), the node u, and the edge s VU and wu (Fig. 1 b). The nodes v and 
w have no common ancestors with nonconstant value; otherwise p(u) would not 
be multilinear. It follows that PT( m, , v) and PT( m2, w) are disjoint and PT( m, u) 
is a tree. 
The following lemma is easily proven by 
(see l31). 
structural induction on parse-trees 
Lemma 3.1. Let m E mon( p) and let v E PT( m, 0). Then m E content(v). 
I .et T be a subtree of C. Define the weight of r, W( T), to be 
W( T) = C (confent( v)l-‘. 
LTC TnMM(C‘) 
Theorem 3.2. c ya c mwn( p ) w( PT( m, 0)) S Msize( C). 
Proof 
c u$PT(m, 0)) = x c Icontent( v)l-’ 
m f nlnn ( p 1 M* J?UJ’I({JI t’t !‘T(nt.wbnM(C’b 
c 
I(m: LIE PT(m, 0))l = 
L’ M(C‘) Icorstenf( v)l 
s c 
I( m: m E confenf (v)}l 
(by Lemma 3.1) 
L’C A1(4‘, Iconfenl( v)I 
= fM(C)l. cl 
Let X” II . . . , “” be a 1 x n matrix (a row vector) and 
“+” be an n x 1 matrix (a coiumn vector). We consider ci cuits that compute t 
“+I’, i.e., compute the polynomial 
Let C be a reduced circuit such that p(o) = p. 
on the size of the content of nodes in C. 
Suppose g is a polyno 
set IR to be the 
c be polynomials such t 
are going to compute bounds 
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Consider a general monomial 
x’o’x’ij . . . xw 
4) hh i,_,i, x5,‘+” (3.2) 
of mon(abc). If k is an articulation, then ik assumes a unique value. Otherwise ik 
may assume n distinct values. Thus, 
Imon(abc)l G nr+‘-IAl. (3.3) 
emma 3.3. Let u be a nonscalar multiplication node in C. Then 
(1) ]content( u)l d n’, 
(2) gdeg(u)~t+l then Icontent(u)]an’-‘, 
(3) ifboth 0, t+ic I,,(,,), then Icontent(u)lcntA2. 
roof. Let u and w be the predecessors 
deg(a), deg( b) 2 1. Let c be the sum of 
of u; let a =p(v) 
the monomials in 
and b = p( w). Note 
comp( u ). Then 
content(u) = mon(abc). 
Since I,, Ib + Q), the polynomial abc has at least one articulation. Thus, by (3.3), 
Icontent(u)l= Imon(abc)l< n’. 
If deg( u) s t + 1 then c is cot a constant, acd abc has at lea?? two articulations; thus 
Icontcnt(u)l S n? 
If 0, t+ 1 g (7(u), then 0, t + 1 E I,. It follows that &. contains at least two distinct, 
nonconsecutive segments, and abc has at least three articulations; thus 
!content( u)l G P. 
Let C bt! a monotone arithmetic circuit of multiplicative size s = Msize( C) 
and mu!tiplicative depth d = Mdeprh(C), that computes p (3.1). men 
s+2d(n”- n+(t+2)n”-2n2+n. 
We assume without loss of generality that C is reduced. Let T = PT( m, 0) 
parse-tree of a monomial m E mcn( p) at the output node. Let m be defined 
by (3.2). Then T has t + 2 leaves with labels xl:‘, xi,:/,  . . . , X\,‘!,i,, xj,? If u is a 
node of T then i E I P(U) if and only if u dominates the leaf with label xj:’ (or $‘). 
Each path in T contains at most d nonscalar multiplication nodes. Thus, there are 
at most 2d - 1 nonscalar multiplication nodes u E T such that either OE IpfUj or 
t+ I E ~/?cu)* Exactly one of those has degree t + 2. The total number of nonscalar 
multiplication nodes in T is t + 1. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
=n-‘(1+(2d- Z)n+(t-26+2)n’). 
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IJsing Tlleorern 3.2, we obtain 
s- > c n-‘(1+(2d-2)n+(t-26+2)n’) 
Ill _moni p) 
=n(1+(2d-2)n+(t-2d+2)n’). 
Thus 
s+d(2n3-2n2)+t+2)n3-2n2+n. 0 
Let k fulfill the inequalities 2k s t -2 and t -2k G 2’? It is easy to see that 
pcaTA”‘. . . A% can be evaluated in d = k + 2 parallel multiplication steps involv- 
ing 2k + 2 matrix-vector products, t - 2 k - 2 matrix-matrix products, and one vector- 
vector product, for a total of s = (t - 2k - 2)n3 + (2k + 2)n’+ n multiplications. 
have 
s+2d(n3- n’)=(t+2)n3-2n2-i-n. 
Thus, the lower bound of the last theorem can be tightly matched for any d in 
range log t + %da/2+1. 
4. Extensions 
We 
the 
Consider the problem of computing a product 
are n x n matrices, whereas b is an n-vector. Let C be a monotone arithmetic circuit 
of multiplicative size s and multiplicative depth d that solves this problem. Clearly, 
one can obtain from C a circuit of multiplicative 5ze s + n, and multiplicative depth 
d+l that computes p. Thus (s+n)f(d+1)(2&2n’)Ht+2)n3-2&n, or 
s+2d(n3 - n2) z= tn”. 
A direct analysis (with a s\uitably modified version of Lemma 3.3) can improve this 
bound by a factor of two. We obtain 
s+d(n” - n2) 3 tn3. 
Consider the problem of solving a linear recurrence of order nz, with time-varying 
coefficients. We have 
i-l 
Xi= C ai,jXj+bi, i= 1,. . . , n; 
j-i-m 
we assume Xi = 0, for i s 0. This is tantamount o solving an upper triangular system 
of linear equations, of bandwidth m. 
We look at the problem of computing the end-term X, of the recurrence. 
Let m = 2k - 1 and let n = (t + 1 )k + 1. Consider the following particular case of 
the problem: 
(I) bi=O for i>i ke 
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(2) If rk<iG(r+l)k then a,jZOonly if (r-I)k<j<rk. 
Le#=(b ,,..., bk),aT=(a,,,,,+ ,..., a,,*_,) and let Ccr’ be the k x k matrix defined 
bY 
ctr? = 
i.J 
a rk+i,(r-l)k+jY l<i,js k. 
Then one can check that 
It follows that if C is a circuit of multiplicative size s and multiplicative depth d 
that computes x, ” len 
s+d(2k”-2k2)a(t+2)k3-2k2+k, 
so that 
s+dm3=R(nm2). 
elusion 
We have shown nonlinear size-to-depth trade-ofis for various monotone arithmetic 
circuits. We have looked only at the multiplicative complexity of circuits, ignoring 
additions. An analysis of the number of additions needed, e.g. in the style of [IO], 
may further strengthen our results. 
A challenging question is to prove similar, nonlinear size-to-depth trade-offs for 
nonmonotone arithmetic circuits. IVote that the trade-off proven in Theorem 3.4 
does not hold for nonmonotone computations. One can use fast matrix multiplication 
algorithms (e.g., 131) to compute p in O(lg t) multiplications steps, with 0( tn2*376) 
multiplications. (The “big 0” notation hides here impractically large constants.) 
Can one show that fast computation of p = u’A(‘) l 9 . A%, is as hard as iterated 
matrix multiplication ? For example, can one show that a circuit that computes p 
in logarithmic multiplicative depth has the same number of operations as a circuit 
that multiplies a( ?) n x n matrices ? Then, assuming the complexity of matrix 
multiplication to be nn for LY > 2, one would have shown a nonlinear size-to-depth 
trade-off. 
The converse question is to study which circuits can have their depth reduced 
with no significant increase in size. Such reductions are currently known only for 
formulas, i.e., for tree-like circuits [l]. Can one always find efficient speed-ups for 
circuits that contain only additions (no multiplications)? Such a result would imply 
efficient speed-ups for constant degree arithmetic circuits. n particular, it would 
imply that matrices can be multiplied by circuits of small depth and of size within 
a constant factor of minimum. 
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